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Picture superiority in conceptual
memory: Dissociative effects of

encoding and retrieval tasks

CHANDAN J. VAIDYAandJOHN D. E. GABRIEL!
Stanford University, Stanford, California

We examined the role of encoding processes for picture superiority in explicit and conceptual
implicit memory. The nature of encoding instruction (naming or semantic categorization) yielded
dissociative effects on picture and word memory on one explicit test, category-cued recall, and two
conceptual-implicit tests, category-cued generation and category-cued verification. Category-cued recall
was greater for pictures than for words following naming, but it did not differ for pictures and words
following semantic categorization. Category-cued generation priming was greater for pictures than for
words following naming, but it was greater for words than for pictures following semantic categoriza
tion. In contrast, category-cued verification priming did not differ for pictures and words following ei
ther naming or semantic categorization. Thus, picture superiority can be eliminated or reversed de
pending on the type of conceptual encoding task and conceptual-retrieval test.

Pictures are usually remembered far better than words
(Borges, Stepnowsky, & Holt, 1977; Madigan, 1983;
Paivio, Rogers, & Smythe, 1968; Scarborough, Gerard,
& Cortese, 1979). This picture superiority effect is ob
served on tests ofexplicit memory that require conscious
recollection of past experience. One explanation of this
effect is that pictures engage greater conceptual elabora
tive processing than words. In general, explicit retrieval
is enhanced under conditions of conceptual elaboration,
such as semantic (vs. nonsemantic) levels of processing
and generation (vs. reading) of study phase words (Craik
& Lockhart, 1972; Slamecka & Graf, 1978). Pictures may
engage greater elaborative processing because they may be
associated with more symbolic codes in conceptual mem
ory (verbal and imaginal; Paivio, 1986), or with a more
distinctive imaginal code (Nelson, 1979), than words.
Thus, the mnemonic advantage ofpictures over words is
believed to stem from encoding differences between the
two symbolic formats.

Few investigations of the picture superiority effect,
however, have examined directly the role of encoding
processes. R'etrieval processes, on the other hand, have
received considerable research attention. On tests of ex
plicit retrieval, picture superiority occurs regardless of
the nature of retrieval cues. Picture superiority occurs on
free recall, in picture recognition, and even when the re
trieval cue is dissimilar to the picture (i.e., auditory or vi
sual word cues on recognition tests). In contrast, on tests
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of implicit retrieval, the nature of the retrieval cue deter
mines whether pictures yield superior memory. Implicit
tests make no reference to past experience, but measure
its effects as priming, a facilitation in speed, accuracy, or
bias in performance on a subsequent task (Graf& Schac
ter, 1985). When such tests emphasize perceptual analy
sis, priming is greater for pictures than for words only
when pictures appear as retrieval cues (Durso & Johnson,
1980; Lachman & Lachman, 1980; Park & Gabrieli, 1995;
Srinivas, 1993; Warren & Morton, 1982; Weldon & Roe
diger, 1987). Priming is greater for words than for pictures
on tests that require identification of briefly exposed
words or completion of word fragments or word stems
(Kirsner, Milech, & Stumpfel, 1986; Rajaram & Roedi
ger, 1993; Weldon & Roediger, 1987; Winnick & Daniel,
1970). These findings are consistent with the general prin
ciple of transfer appropriate processing that memory is
enhanced to the extent that encoding and retrieval pro
cessing overlap (Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977).
Thus, perceptual processes engaged at study are reen
gaged during perceptual-implicit retrieval and result in
picture or word superiority, depending on the stimulus
format at study.

Some implicit tests emphasize conceptual analysis,
such as category-cued generation, which requires partic
ipants to produce exemplars ofa specified semantic cate
gory, and word-cued association, which requires produc
tion offree association responses to words. Category-cued
generation priming is enhanced by conceptual elabora
tive encoding, such as semantic levels of processing and
generation from semantic cues (Hamann, 1990; Srinivas
& Roediger, 1990; Vaidya et al., 1997). Word-cued asso
ciation priming, however, is often unaffected by concep
tual encoding (Schacter & McGlynn, 1989; Vaidya et al.,
1997; but see Weldon & Coyote, 1996). On both tests,
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however, neither picture nor word superiority has been
observed (Weldon & Coyote, 1996). The absence of pic
ture superiority during conceptual-implicit retrieval
seems to go against the principle of transfer appropriate
processing: If pictures engage greater conceptual elabo
rative processing, as they are believed to on the basis of
findings from explicit retrieval tests, then test phase reca
pitulation of those processes during conceptual-implicit
retrieval ought to yield more priming for pictures than for
words. Priming on both tests was sensitive to conceptual
elaborative encoding in Weldon and Coyote's studies be
cause priming was greater following semantic than non
semantic levels of processing of words that were the
names of picture stimuli. Failure to obtain picture supe
riority on conceptual-implicit tests that were sensitive to
conceptual encoding suggests that the explanation for the
picture superiority effect in explicit retrieval is not rooted
in conceptual elaboration at encoding.

The importance of encoding processes in mnemonic
superiority is highlighted by findings showing reversal
or elimination of the picture superiority effect on recog
nition memory. In most studies reporting picture superi
ority, participants either view or name pictures and words
passively. However, when encoding instructions specify
the type ofprocessing to be carried out, pictures can lose
their mnemonic advantage. Pictures were remembered
better than words following naming (Durso & Johnson,
1980; E. R. Smith & Magee, 1980). Words were remem
bered better than pictures following imagery instructions
(Durso & Johnson, 1980). Pictures and words were re
membered equally well following semantic categorization
(E. R. Smith & Magee, 1980). Therefore, pictures and
words can be rendered mnemonically equivalent or non
equivalent in explicit retrieval, depending on encoding
conditions.

One explanation for the above findings can be found
in studies showing that access to the conceptual informa
tion relevant to an encoding task varies as a function of
stimulus format. Participants were slowest to name pic
tures, faster to semantically categorize words and pictures,
and fastest ofall to name (read) words (Potter & Faulconer,
1975; E. R. Smith & Magee, 1980). The observed pattern
of recognition memory following these encoding condi
tions suggests that explicit retrieval was related to the
amount of processing effort exerted during encoding.
Thus, for pictures, naming was slower than categoriza
tion and yielded superior recognition memory than that
after categorization. For words, categorization was slower
than naming and yielded superior recognition memory
than that after naming. Words and pictures were catego
rized at similar speeds and yielded comparable levels of
recognition memory. Thus, it was the interaction between
encoding instruction and stimulus format that determined
subsequent mnemonic performance.

If conceptual processing of words and pictures varies
as a function of encoding task, then conceptual implicit
and explicit memory should be driven by encoding pro
cesses rather than stimulus format per se. This prediction,

however, was not supported by Weldon and Coyote's
(1996) findings. They found that category-cued genera
tion priming did not differ for pictures and words. One
possible reason for the absence of priming differences
could be that their procedures did not control encoding
processes. In that study, encoding instructions required
participants to "pay close attention" to words and pictures
on the screen. Such open-ended instructions could evoke
a variety ofencoding strategies (e.g., naming, categoriz
ing) in participants that vary in the extent of conceptual
processing. On the basis of results reviewed earlier, Wel
don and Coyote's open-ended instructions could fail to
capture picture or word superiority because both effects
would sum to null if some participants named while oth
ers categorized. Cued recall and free recall, however,
were superior for pictures relative to words. Thus, in con
trast to implicit retrieval, it appears that explicit retrieval,
at least on recall tests, may yield picture superiority re
gardless of the encoding instruction.

Thus, several questions remain regarding picture su
periority in conceptual-implicit and explicit retrieval:
(l) What encoding processes, if any, lead to picture
superiority in conceptual-implicit retrieval? (2) Do uni
tary processes mediate picture superiority in different
conceptual-implicit measures? Weldon and Coyote (1996)
included only conceptual-implicit tasks that required
generation oftarget items, category-cued generation, and
word association. Past research suggests that priming on
such generation measures is dissociable from that on con
ceptual priming tests, such as category-cued verification,
that do not require generation but rather require mere
identification of presented target items (Gabrieli et al.,
1999; Light, Prull, & Kennison, 2000; Vaidya et al., 1997).
(3) Do unitary processes underlie picture superiority in
conceptual-implicit and explicit retrieval? Weldon and
Coyote's findings suggest that they do not. It is unknown
whether these findings will extend to memory following
different encoding processes. The present study addressed
these questions.

In Experiment 1, words and pictures were studied with
two encoding instructions, naming and semantic catego
rization. Memory was examined by a conceptual-implicit
test, category-cued generation, and an explicit retrieval
test, category-cued recall. The two tests were matched in
the nature of test cues and differed only in the implicit
and explicit retrieval instructions. In Experiment 2, we
examined priming for words and pictures following nam
ing and semantic categorization on another conceptual
implicit test, category-cued verification.

EXPERIMENT 1

Category-cued generation priming and category-cued
recall were examined following either naming words and
pictures or categorizing (manufactured vs. natural) words
and pictures in eight separate groups of participants. For
cued recall, on the basis of Weldon and Coyote's (1996)
findings, performance should be greater for pictures than
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names were cues for studied items, and the remaining six category
names were cues for nonstudied items. Thus, each item was coun
terbalanced across studied and nonstudied conditions. The order of
category cue presentation was pseudorandomized so that there were
no more than three cues of the same type (studied/nonstudied/
manufactured/natural ).

For the category-cued recall test, two test lists were created, each
consisting of six category names referring to items in List A and six
referring to items in List B, respectively. For any given participant,
the six category names were cues for the studied items. The order of
category-cue presentation was pseudorandomized so that there were
no more than three cues of the same type (manufactured/natural).

Procedure. Each participant was assigned randomly to one of
four encoding conditions: word-name, word-categorize, picture
name, and picture-categorize. Participants were tested individually
while they sat facing an Apple Macintosh Letll monitor. In the
study phase, each trial began with the presentation of a fixation
cross for 500 msec, followed by a lag of 500 msec, the target stim
ulus (word or picture) for I sec, and then an intertrial interval of
1.5 sec. Participants in the word-name and picture-name conditions
were instructed to name aloud the word or picture on the screen.
Participants in the word-categorize and picture-categorize condi
tions were instructed to say aloud whether the word or picture on the
screen referred to a manufactured or natural object. For all encod
ing conditions, participants were instructed to respond as quickly
and accurately as possible and to guess when unsure of their re
sponse. The experimenter recorded the participant's response and
initiated the next trial by pressing the space bar.

For the category-cued generation test phase, the category cue
name appeared on the screen for 90 sec. Participants were in
structed to say the first six members of the named category that
came to mind as quickly as possible. The experimenter recorded the
responses and advanced to the next category cue by pressing the
space bar. For the category-cued recall, the trial procedure was sim
ilar to that for category-cued generation. However, participants
were instructed to say the six members of the named category that
they remembered having seen in the earlier study phase. Partici
pants were allowed as much time as they needed to recall.

Results
A response was scored as correct for either test if it

matched exactly or was the plural of a target exemplar.
Scoring was conditionalized on correct responses at en
coding (fewer than I% of responses were discarded).
Table I shows participants' mean performance.

Data from category-cued generation and cued recall
were analyzed separately. For category-cued generation,
participants' mean percentage of correct target produc
tion was analyzed in a mixed-design analysis of variance
(ANOYA) with stimulus form (word, picture) and encod
ing task (naming, semantic categorization) as between
participants variables and item type (studied, nonstudied)
as a within-participants variable. Overall, mean percent
age of targets produced did not differ for participants in
the word and picture encoding groups (no main effect of
stimulus form), or for participants in the naming and cat
egorization encoding groups (no main effect ofencoding
task; F < I). Priming was obtained because participants
produced more studied than nonstudied exemplars [main
effect of item type, F(l,52) = 65.I,p < .001]. Priming
did not differ for participants in the word and picture en
coding group because the stimulus form X item type
interaction was not significant (p = .92). Priming did not

Studied

Category-Cued
Recall

Nonstudied

M SD M SD

22.4 8.3 69.8 9.7
23.4 5.8 45.4 ll.l

24.0 5.2 49.9 14.0
22.8 6.1 47.6 10.8

Table I
Mean (and Standard Deviation) Percentage of Studied

and Nonstudied Target Items Produced on Category-Cued
Generation and Category-Cued Recall Tests in Experiment I

Type of Test
------

Category-Cued
Generation

Encoding Studied

Group M SD

Naming
Pictures 39.7 11.8
Words 31.7 11.5

Categorizing
Pictures 29.0 7.8
Words 36.1 6.9

Method
Participants. One hundred and twelve students enrolled in in

troductory psychology courses at Stanford University received either
course credit or a $10 payment for participation in the present study.

Design and Stimulus Materials. Fifty-six participants per
formed a category-cued generation test and another 56 participants
performed a category-cued recall test. For both tests, encoding
(word-name, word-categorize, picture-name, picture-categorize)
was a between-participants variable. For category-cued generation,
item type (studied or nonstudied) was a within-participants variable.

Stimulus materials consisted of words and line drawings of 72
exemplars that ranked low on category typicality from Battig and
Montague's (1969) norms of category membership. Line drawings
were obtained from the Snodgrass and Vanderwart set (1980). Six
exemplars were selected from each of six semantic categories of
manufactured items (musical instruments, clothing, kitchen things,
vehicles, furniture, and tools) and six semantic categories of natural
items (animals, fruits, birds, vegetables, human body parts, and
insects). Typicality ranks did not differ for manufactured (M = 14.0;
SD = 11.8) and natural (M = 17.6; SD = 13.0) exemplars (p = .22).
Name agreement for pictures did not differ for manufactured
(M= 86.5; SD = 14.8) and natural (M= 88.6; SD = 11.9) exemplars
(p= .51).

The 72 exemplars were divided into two study lists (A and B)
each consisting of a total of 36 exemplars; all exemplars belonging
to three manufactured and three natural categories were included in
one study list and all exemplars belonging to the remaining three
manufactured and three natural categories were included in the
other study list. Thus, half of the exemplars in each study list re
ferred to a manufactured item and the remaining half referred to a
natural item. In each study list, the order of items was pseudoran
domized so that there were no more than three consecutive items of
the same type (manufactured/natural). For each study list, two
forms were created consisting of words and line drawings, respec
tively. Thus, there were a total of four study lists, a word and pic
ture form of List A and of List B.

For the category-generation test, one test list was created con
sisting of 12 category names, 6 referring to items in List A and 6
referring to items in List B. For any given participant. six category

words following both encoding conditions. For category
cued generation, one possible outcome consistent with
Weldon and Coyote's findings is that priming will not dif
fer for pictures and words in both encoding conditions.
An alternative possible outcome, however, is that priming
for words and pictures will differ as a function of encod
ing task.
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Figure 1. Percentage of priming on category-cued generation
as a function of stimulus format (picture, word) and encoding
task (naming, categorization) in Experiment 1.

differ for participants in the naming and semantic cate
gorization groups because the encoding task X item type
interaction was not significant (p = .18). Critically, prim
ing differed as a function of the relation between stimu
lus form and encoding task because the stimulus form X
encoding task X item type interaction was significant
[F(l,52) = 1O.I,p < .01]. This interaction did not result
from differences in baseline production because it did
not differ significantly between the four encoding groups
(ts < 1).

To examine the priming differences suggested by the
three-way interaction, priming scores were computed by
subtracting the percentage ofnonstudied exemplars from
the percentage of studied exemplars produced by each
participant in each of the four encoding groups (word
name, word-categorize, picture-name, picture-categorize;
Figure 1). A one-way ANaYA for single factorial designs
confirmed that priming scores differed significantly
among thefour encoding groups [F(3,52) = 4.0,p = .01].
Post hoc Fisher's PLSD tests with a significance level of
.05 (critical difference 7.7%) indicated that priming was
significantly greater in the picture-name group (M =
17.2%) than in the picture-categorize group (M = 5.0%)
and in the word-name group (M = 8.3%), but not in the
word-categorize group (M = 13.3%). Further, priming
was significantly greater in the word-categorize group
than in the picture-categorize group, but not in the word
name group.

For category-cued recall, percentage of target exem
plars recalled was analyzed in a between-participants
ANaYA with two variables, stimulus form (word, pic
ture) and encoding task (naming, semantic categoriza
tion). Percentage recall was greater for participants in
the picture encoding groups than for those in the word
encoding groups [main effect of stimulus form, F(l ,52) =
18.5, P < .0001]. Percentage recall was greater for partic
ipants in the naming groups than for those in the semantic
encoding groups [main effect of encoding task, F(l,52) =

5

Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 indicate dissociable ef

fects ofencoding task on priming for pictures and words.
On category-cued generation, a picture superiority effect
was obtained following naming, but a word superiority
effect was obtained following semantic categorization.
On category-cued recall, a picture superiority effect was
obtained following naming, but neither picture nor word
superiority was obtained following semantic categoriza
tion. Thus, encoding tasks had dissociative effects for pic
tures and words on both conceptual priming and explicit
memory.

Our findings extend those ofWeldon and Coyote (1996)
in several ways. First, our findings suggest that the lack
ofpicture superiority in conceptual priming in their study
was due to open-ended encoding instructions: Participants
were simply asked to pay attention to the pictures and
words. On the basis of our findings, participants who
spontaneously named the stimuli in their study would
show picture superiority, but those who spontaneously se
mantically classified them would show word superiority.
If half of Weldon and Coyote's participants engaged in
each of the two strategies, these two opposing effects
would sum to equal priming for pictures and words. Sec
ond, our findings from the cued-recall test extend those
ofWeldon and Coyote's by specifying the conditions that
yield picture superiority: Recall for named pictures (70%)
was substantially higher than for words or pictures in any
other condition (45%-50%). Thus, their participants who
spontaneously named the stimuli would show a picture
superiority effect, and their participants who sponta
neously categorized the stimuli would show neither pic
ture nor word superiority. These two effects, in light ofthe
present findings, would indeed sum to the result observed
in Weldon and Coyote's study, an overall picture superi
ority effect.

The present findings provide evidence for the dissocia
bility of conceptual processes operating during category
cued recall and category-cued generation. Both tests were
matched on test cues and the number of to-be-produced
targets; they differed in the inclusion of a baseline pro
duction measure (only for generation) and most impor
tantly in retrieval instructions. Test performance was dis
sociated on two counts. First, word superiority in priming

8.2,p < .01]. Recall performance differed in the four en
coding groups (word-name, word-categorize, picture
name, picture-categorize) because the stimulus form X
encoding task interaction was significant [F(l,52) =
12.8, P > .001]. This finding was confirmed by a one
way ANaYA for factorial designs [F(3,52) = 13.2, P <
.0001], and post hoc Fisher's PLSD tests with a signifi
cance level of .05 (critical difference 8.8%) indicated that
recall was greater in the picture-name group (M = 69.7%)
than in the remaining three encoding groups, picture
categorize (M = 49.8%), word-categorize (M = 47.6%),
and word-name (M = 45.4%); these three encoding groups
did not differ significantly from each other.
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EXPERIMENT 2

Table 2
Mean Reaction Times (and Standard Deviations,

in Milliseconds) for Studied and Nonstudied Items
on Category-Cued Verification in Experiment 2

Method
Participants. One hundred and four students enrolled in intro

ductory psychology courses at Stanford University received either
course credit or a $10 payment for participation in the present study.

Design and Stimulus Materials. Encoding (word-name, word
categorize, picture-name, picture-categorize) was a between-

Group M SD M SD M SD M SD

Naming
Pictures 764 134 783 120 798 143 779 125
Words 741 96 776 95 775 87 799 101

Categorizing
Pictures 740 91 762 103 768 104 775 103
Words 747 106 770 84 778 116 792 122

participants variable, and item type (studied or nonstudied) was a
within-participants variable.

Stimulus materials were the same as those in Experiment I.
Study lists were the same as those used in Experiment I. Thus, there
were two study lists, each with two forms consisting of words and
pictures, respectively. One category verification test list consisting
of72 words was created by combining the exemplars from each of
the two study lists. Half ofthe words (e.g., banana) from each study
list were assigned a category verification question that named the
semantic category of the word and therefore could be answered with
a "yes" response ("Is this a type of fruit?"); the remaining words
were assigned a category verification question that named a differ
ent semantic category from that of the word and therefore could be
answered with a "no" response ("Is this a type of animal?"). Two
forms of the category verification test list were created so that for
each word, the category verification answer was "yes" on one form
and "no" on the other form. For any given participant, half the test
words were studied, and the remaining half were nonstudied. Items
were counterbalanced across studied and nonstudied conditions.
The order ofpresentation ofwords was pseudorandomized with the
constraint that there were no more than three consecutive trials of
the same type (i.e., studied/nonstudied, yes/no).

Procedure. Each participant was assigned randomly to one of
four encoding conditions (word-name, word-categorize, picture
name, picture-categorize). Participants were tested individually
while they sat facing an Apple Macintosh LCI11 monitor. The study
phase trial procedure was the same as that in Experiment I. In the
test phase, each trial began with the presentation of a fixation dot
for 500 msec, followed by a lag of 500 msec, the category verifica
tion question for 2 sec followed immediately by the target word.
The target word remained on the screen until participants said "yes"
or "no" into the microphone. Participants were instructed to say
"yes" if the word on the screen belonged to the semantic category
named in the verification question, or "no" if the word on the screen
did not belong to the semantic category named in the verification
question. Participants' response triggered a voice-activated relay
that recorded response times (RTs) to the nearest millisecond.
There was an intertrial interval of 500 msec. The experimenter
recorded participants' "yes" or "no" responses by pressing either the
"Y" or "N" key, respectively.

Results
Mean errors and median RTs for correct "yes" and

"no" category verification responses were computed for
each participant. Correct responses were conditionalized
on correct study phase naming performance (fewer than
I% of responses were discarded). Error rates were low
(fewer than 3%) and thus were not statistically analyzed.
Table 2 shows participants' mean category verification
performance.

Participants' median RTs were analyzed in a mixed
ANOVA with stimulus form (word, picture) and encod
ing task (naming, semantic categorization) as between
participants variables and item type (studied, nonstudied)
and response type (yes, no) as within-participants vari
ables. Priming was obtained because participants were
faster to answer verification questions about studied
items than those about nonstudied items [main effect of
item type, F(\,100) = 27.3,p < .0001]. Participants were
faster to respond "yes" than "no" [main effect ofresponse
type, F(\,100) = 10.6,p < .01]. "Yes" and "no" RTs dif
fered for studied and nonstudied items [item type X re
sponse type interaction, F(\,100) = 8.84,p < .01]. Prim-

Nonstudied

"Yes" "No"

Type ofltem

Studied

"Yes" "No"

following semantic categorization instructions did not
extend to cued recall; categorized words and pictures
were remembered equally well. Second, named pictures
were recalled far better than any other encoding condi
tions. In contrast, for priming, named pictures and se
mantically categorized words were functionally equiva
lent. The robust advantage of naming pictures on recall
raises the possibility that different conceptual informa
tion about pictures may be brought to bear during implicit
and explicit memory performance. Perhaps, as suggested
by Weldon and Coyote (1996), visual distinctiveness of
pictures affects recall but not priming, suggesting that
additional conceptual processes are relevant for explicit
memory in general or cued recall in particular.

In this experiment, we examined the effects of naming
and semantically categorizing words and on another con
ceptual priming test, category-cued verification. This
test is similar to category-cued generation in the type of
conceptual knowledge that is probed, semantic category
membership. Because the two tests engage the same con
ceptual knowledge, it is reasonable to expect that, similar
to category-cued generation priming, a picture superior
ity effect will occur following naming, and a word supe
riority effect, will occur following semantic categoriza
tion, on category-verification priming.

Alternatively, findings from category-cued generation
may not extend to category-cued verification because the
two tests differ in sensitivity to conceptual elaborative en
coding manipulations; semantic processing enhanced
priming on generation but not verification (Vaidya et aI.,
1997). Thus, if cued-verification is insensitive to concep
tual encoding, priming should not differ for pictures and
words in any encoding condition.
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Figure 2. Priming (in milliseconds) for "yes" responses on
category-cued verification as a function of stimulus format (pic
ture, word) and encoding task (naming, categorization) in Ex
periment 2.

ing was significantly greater for "yes" responses than for
"no" responses [t(103) = 3.0,p < .01]. No other main ef
fects or interactions approached significance.

Discussion
Neither picture nor word superiority was obtained on

category-cued verification; priming for "yes" responses
did not differ reliably after naming pictures (33 msec),
naming words (34 msec), categorizing pictures (28 msec),
and categorizing words (31 msec) (Figure 2). Priming was
significantly reduced for "no" relative to "yes" verification
responses. Reduction or elimination of priming for "no"
responses is a common phenomenon on the category
cued verification test (Vaidya et aI., 1997, Experiment 6)
as well as on other tests, such as lexical decision (M. E.
Smith & Oscar-Berman, 1990). Most importantly, how
ever, the magnitude of priming for "yes" and "no" veri
fication responses did not vary by stimulus format or en
coding condition.

The present finding of an absence of picture or word
superiority in category-verification priming indicates
that such priming is insensitive to differences in concep
tual encoding. This finding is consistent with a prior
study showing that category-verification priming is in
sensitive to manipulation oflevels of semantic encoding
(Vaidya et aI., 1997). One reason for its immunity to con
ceptual manipulations may be that perceptual processes
contribute substantially to category-verification priming.
Hypothetically, verification priming could reflect faster
perceptual decoding of repeated words in the test phase.
However, two pieces ofevidence indicate that this is not
so. First, in the present study, the study-test match in vi
sual form was greatest in the word condition; ifpriming
was a product of perceptual processing, then naming or
categorizing words should have produced greater prim-

ing than the picture conditions. Second, in a past study,
study-test modality changes (auditory-study, visual-test)
did not reduce verification-priming (Vaidya et aI., 1997).
Thus, priming on category-cued verification cannot be a
product of perceptual processes.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The present study yielded three main findings. First,
on category-cued generation, a picture superiority effect
was obtained following naming and a word superiority
effect was obtained following semantic categorization.
Second, on category-cued verification, neither picture nor
word superiority was obtained following any encoding
condition; priming did not differ reliably among named
pictures, named words, categorized pictures, and cate
gorized words. Third, on category-cued recall, a picture
superiority effect was obtained following naming; recall
did not differ among named words, categorized pictures,
and categorized words. Thus, encoding tasks had disso
ciative effects on memory for pictures and words on two
conceptual-implicit tests and one explicit test.

The present studies were motivated by three questions.
First, what encoding processes lead to picture superiority
in conceptual-implicit retrieval? Our findings indicate
that the answer to this question can be found within the
general principle oftransfer appropriate processing, which
states that memory will be maximal when encoding and
retrieval invoke the same processes. Category-cued gen
eration requires the retrieval and selection ofspecific ex
emplars on the basis ofa conceptual cue (category label).
Therefore, naming pictures may lead to more priming than
naming words because greater conceptual information
needs to be accrued in order to name a picture than to read
a word, a fairly automatized activity. Semantically cate
gorizing words may lead to more priming than categoriz
ing pictures because participants must process the spe
cific meaning ofexemplars shown as words. For pictures,
however, they need not specify the exemplar itself. For
example, all pictures with animate features (wings, legs,
eyes) can be categorized as natural without distinguishing
one exemplar from another (e.g., dog, cat). This is con
sistent with findings that pictures are named more slowly
than they are categorized, and words are categorized more
slowly than they are named (Potter & Faulconer, 1975;
E. R. Smith & Magee, 1980).

A second question that motivated the present experi
ment was whether unitary processes mediated picture su
periority on category-cued generation and verification
forms of conceptual priming. Category-cued verifica
tion, in contrast to category-cued generation, appears to
exemplify a fundamentally different form ofconceptual
implicit retrieval. It requires access to conceptual infor
mation in order to identify the meaning of the target item,
but it does not require selection because the target item
is presented. Therefore, on the basis of the principle of
transfer appropriate processing, the verification test re
capitulates only processes necessary to understand the



meaning of the target word. The more extensive concep
tual processing engaged during picture naming and word
categorization may not be entirely reengaged during ver
ification, and therefore, pictures or words gain no advan
tage over each other.

It appears that mere exposure to the target word at en
coding is enough to yield full priming on verification
tests. Indeed, verification priming did not differ following
abstract/concrete classification and uppercase/lowercase
classification (Vaidya et al., 1997), although these con
ditions differ considerably in the amount of conceptual
processing they entail. This finding is also obtained with
another verification test, abstract/concrete classification,
which requires verifying whether the presented word is
abstract or concrete (Vaidya et al., 1997). Furthermore, en
coding words under divided attention conditions yielded
as much verification priming as under full-attention con
ditions (Gabrieli et al., 1999; Light et al., 2000). Category
cued generation priming, however, was reduced under
divided-attention encoding. The apparent insensitivity of
verification priming to encoding manipulations is fur
ther demonstrated by findings from patients with Alz
heimer's disease who have impaired conceptual encoding
abilities: Priming was intact on category-cued verification
but impaired on category-cued generation (Gabrieli et al.,
1999). Thus, separate psychological and neural priming
mechanisms appear to mediate verification and generation
forms of conceptual-implicit retrieval.

One distinction between verification and generation
in conceptual-implicit retrieval is that the two measures
differ in the amount of response competition they elicit.
On the generation test, multiple responses will be acti
vated that fit the criteria specified by the response cue
(i.e., category name). In order to be selected, a response
that is aided by more extensive conceptual encoding, af
fords a greater chance for selection. However, on verifi
cation tests, there is no response competition. The target
word, by virtue ofbeing provided at test, has been selected
already. It requires mere identification and access to mean
ing, and a prior exposure to the target word in any form is
sufficient to yield a priming advantage. Differing response
competition for the two conceptual-implicit measures may
contribute to the observed dissociation.

The third question that motivated the present research
was whether unitary processes underlie picture superior
ity in conceptual-implicit and explicit retrieval. Our find
ings indicate that naming yields picture superiority on
cued recall and on one conceptual-implicit test, category
cued generation. This finding is consistent with other en
coding manipulations that similarly affect these two mem
ory tests: Both are (I) enhanced by semantic processing
(Hamann, 1990; Srinivas & Roediger, 1990; Vaidya et al.,
1997) and categorical blocking (Rappold & Hashtroudi,
1991) and (2) reduced by division ofattention at encoding
(Gabrieli et al., 1999; Mulligan & Hartman, 1996) and
neocortical degeneration of Alzheimer's disease (Monti
et al., 1996). However, these two forms of memory were
dissociated following semantic categorization: Words
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yielded more priming than pictures, but both words and
pictures were recalled equally well. Two other dissocia
tions have been reported. First, the order in which stud
ied and nonstudied exemplars are produced at test differs
on cued generation and cued recall: The first three exem
plars produced on the implicit test are not targets (which
are atypical exemplars), but prototypical exemplars for
the category, whereas those on the explicit tests are target
exemplars (Rappold & Hashtroudi, 1991). Second, con
ceptual repetition (encoding a word followed immedi
ately by its picture) improves free recall but not category
cued generation priming (McDermott & Roediger, 1996).
Thus, picture superiority may be mediated by similar pro
cesses on conceptual-implicit and explicit tests, but other
behavioral manipulations reveal psychologically distinct
conceptual processes underlying these two forms ofcon
ceptual memory.

Evidence for the neural dissociability of explicit and
conceptual-implicit retrieval comes from studies with
neurologically impaired patients and with normal indi
viduals. Patients with global amnesia have damage to the
medial temporal lobes or diencephalic regions and show
impaired explicit retrieval for pictures and words but in
tact conceptual-implicit retrieval by a variety ofmeasures
(Keane et al., 1997; Vaidya, Gabrieli, Keane, & Monti,
1995). Thus, distinct brain regions subserve these two
forms of retrieval, a finding that is also supported by
brain imaging studies of normal individuals. Not only
are distinct brain regions recruited for the two types of
retrieval-left-frontal for verbal conceptual-implicit re
trieval, and right-frontal for verbal explicit retrieval (Pol
drack & Gabrieli, 1998)-but also the neural signatures
differ for the two forms of memory. Implicit retrieval is
associated with reduced activation for repeated experi
ences, whereas explicit retrieval is associated with in
creased activation for remembrance ofprior experiences.
Thus, explicit and conceptual-implicit retrieval are dis
tinguished in the brain.

In conclusion, these studies show that an interaction be
tween stimulus form and encoding task determines what
knowledge is encoded at study, and that dissociable forms
ofconceptual memory retrieval benefit differentially from
that interaction.
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